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There are three main strands to the work of WHAT. We invite the patients, staff and visitors in
University Hospital Waterford (UHW), Waterford Wexford Mental Health Services and Waterford
City to participate and engage in art making through our Art Kart, Artist on Call, Artist in
Residence programme, Iontas arts and mental health programme, Open Studio and Community
Outreach programme workshops and creative workshops for staff. We present art to audiences via
our art collection, exhibition programme, public art commissions, Healing Sounds music performance
programme, the dissemination of a Menu of Poems to patients and the Well festival of arts and wellbeing.
We provide a resource to the arts and health sector through artsandhealth.ie, the annual
documentation bursary, advice clinics, the WHAT library, building capacity of our staff and artists,
and our national workshops Introduction to Arts & Health and Arts and Health Check Up, Check In.
In 2016, we brought the following firsts to our programme of work:

an artist in residence worked primarily in one ward for the first time

Spraoi installed a light installation in the grounds of the hospital

it was the first time we invited people to vote on the artwork they wanted to see in the

hospital

the annual Introduction to Arts & Health workshop was delivered outside of Waterford for the
first time

It was the first time we showcased the work of a WIT arts and health awardee
PARTICIPATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Artist in residence at University Hospital Waterford
Following a competitive process which included an information session for interested applicants, WHAT engaged
textile artist Caroline Schofield as its Artist in Residence
for a six month period from June. Caroline's art practice
is concerned with memory and she worked closely with
the UHW Dementia Working Group and the staff of
Medical 5 ward for older people to engage patients with
Alzheimer’s and dementia in creative activity. She used
embroidery, photography and painting to open up a creative conversation with patients and she used the artist’s
studio in the WHAT Centre as a base for creatively reflecting on her direct engagement with patients. This focus on one ward and set of relationships was a new departure for the residency programme. Caroline reached a wider hospital audience when she hosted an open studio event in the
WHAT Centre in October 2016 which triggered a new work in which hospital staff from all units
were invited to stitch their name onto the plans of the hospital.
Participatory art programmes in UHW
WHAT’s Art Kart and Artist on Call participatory arts programmes
provided a year-round invitation to patients to engage creatively with
an artist at the coalface of healthcare in UHW. Boyer Phelan facilitated the Art Kart for Paediatrics patients and invited the children to
display their artwork in WHAT’s rotating exhibition system in the
ward. Funded by the Punchestown Kidney Research Association,
Boyer and Philip Cullen facilitated one-to-one art making sessions for
patients receiving dialysis treatment. Outcomes included the display
of patients’ artworks in the Dialysis Unit, an exhibition of photography by patient Kate Quinn (see below) and subsequent publication of
Nature’s Whispers as well as the first draft of patient Liz McCue’s
memoir. WHAT’s Artist on Call programme provided opportunities
for all UHW patients in other areas to access art-making upon request.
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From Nature’s Reflection

In April, Radio/Silence, an interactive radio game developed by artist Eszter Némethi and teenagers in
Cork University Hospital, was available to teenagers in the Paediatric Ward, Minor Injuries Unit and
via WHAT’s artist on call programme as part of the national tour of Helium’s Cloudlands project.

Iontas arts and health programme

Based on a partnership with Waterford Wexford Mental
Health Services (WWMHS), Iontas, WHAT’s Arts and
Mental Health Programme, delivered 208 participatory
workshops in creative writing, music, visual art, comics
and dance across six mental health settings in Waterford
in 2016. Most of the workshops were facilitated by
WHAT’s core team of artists – Liam Merriman, Jane
O’Brien Moran, Leah Clarke, Jill Bouchier, George Higgs
and Lani O’Hanlon. Marie-Jeanne Jacob delivered comic
and storytelling workshops in two settings and Anne
McDonnell Murphy engaged service users in printmaking An Iontas music workshop
in Dept of Psychiatry, UHW and the Activation Therapy Unit, St. Otteran’s Hospital in short term
projects as a means of expanding the creative experiences of participants. Artistic outcomes include a
comic book of participants’ work, a music performance by service users alongside the Tramore Gospel Choir in Waterford’s Central Library as part of Well festival and an installation borne from a cross
artform collaboration between participants, visual artist Jill Bouchier and musicians Jane O’Brien
Moran and Leah Clarke. Iontas was supported by a steering group comprising representation from
healthcare professionals, voluntary sector (Shine), clients and WHAT.

From Feel Good Factory II

Open Studio
The Open Studio workshop is a weekly art-making
facility for 12 people at a time with diverse artistic and
personal needs who are socially isolated for reasons of
ill health or disability. The participants collaborated
with Claire Meaney to develop projects that are in
keeping with individual ability and ambition. Two
places are available each week for clients of the Dept
of Psychiatry in UHW, enabling them to bridge the
hospital experience with that of returning home. In
October the group exhibited their work in an exhibition entitled The Feel Good Factory II in the Index Gallery as part of the Well festival.

Arts programmes for HSE staff
Artist Marie-Jeanne Jacob delivered a week-long Up-cycle Summer Art Camp for 12 children of HSE
Staff in August 2016. Using recycled materials, the children made a collection of robots, wands and
elephants and showcased their work in a mini-exhibition in the WHAT Centre. In September, artist
Philip Cullen facilitated a programme of Learn to Draw workshops for HSE staff members who wish
to develop basic drawing skills.
WHAT's Culture Vultures, a community of arts champions within the HSE, are engaging with the best
of the Waterford arts calendar via a series of cultural outings between April and December 2016.
These included a behind the scenes visit to the Spraoi studios in July, a tour of Culture Night events in
September and the play Remember to Breathe with Raymond Keane in Garter Lane in October.

The Music Makers and Movers and Shakers

Musician Mary Prendergast facilitated an ongoing programme of participatory music sessions in the
WHAT Centre for two groups of clients of Brothers of Charity - The Music Makers and Movers and
Shakers - who have intellectual disabilities. The Music Makers performed in UHW at Easter, in Mount
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Sion Centre Waterford in May 16 and developed a comedy piece through music that was publically
performed in December. The Movers and Shakers performed in Elton House Day Centre in May and
are working on a recording a CD of instrumental music.
Addictive Art
WHAT partnered with HSE Community Substance Misuse Team and Waterford Youth Service for
the first time to pilot an 8 week multi artform programme, entitled Addictive Art with artist Philip Cullen. Designed for people accessing Community Substance Misuse Services in Waterford, the programme encompassed percussion, creative writing, visual art methods and included a presentation on
the work of artists Auerbach and Gericault. Feedback from the group and partners was overwhelmingly positive with participants citing painting and drawing with ink as most engaging and relaxing. It
is hoped that two of the participants will join WHAT’s Open Studio and access art education opportunities. Waterford Youth Service is continuing to work creatively with the group with the support of
WHAT.
PRESENTING ART TO AUDIENCES
Alan Counihan’s Talk Personal Effects
WHAT began its 2016 programme of public events with a presentation by artist and writer Alan
Counihan of Personal Effects, his ground-breaking, artistic exploration of institutional care for the mentally ill based on the belongings of dead / discharged patients.
Curatorship of art collection
WHAT added to its extensive art collection with donations
of original artworks by Marie Jeanne Jacob, Darragh Lyons,
Elma Khareghani and David Israel. The WHAT Board
agreed to limit the intake of donations to the art collection as
part of a concerted effort to improve its quality and to communicate this to potential donors. WHAT embarked on a
reorganisation of the collection in the outpatients departments to ensure the maximum benefit of its best works by
placing these in sites of highest patient density and / or
need. WHAT decommissioned works of poor quality in line with its decommissioning policy.

Healing Sounds

WHAT’s Healing Sounds in the Foyer programme featured live performances by soprano Donna Roche, the O’Brien Moran family
(performing together for the first time), Liam Merriman and
Eoin O’Meachair for a St. Patricks day celebration, Mary Prendergast, singer-songwriter Susan O’Neill, Becky Cody and Spanish guitarist Joey Whelan. Dick and David Hayes performed as
part of the Bealtaine festival and a performance by West African
dancer and singer Bambe Mansare marked World Music Day.
Meanwhile on the wards, Liam Merriman mentored Eoin
O'Meachair and Susan O'Neill to perform responsively for and
with patients of Medical 5, 4 and 2 at the bedside with an approach practiced by Musique et Santé in
France where Liam was trained.
Exhibitions programme
WHAT curated the first of its series of exhibitions entitled A Better Place whereby staff, patients and
visitors in UHW voted on anonymous submissions of artworks from 37 artists in February. The selected artist Gemma Hodge exhibited her work Terra Incognita in UHW in June - July. Renowned Waterford artist Pat Murphy exhibited a series of portraits he completed in Cuba in 2004 and more recent
self-portraits, some of which were produced as a patient in UHW, in a solo exhibition entitled Portraits
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as part of the Well festival in October 2016. See Well festival. The Staff Art Wall,
an initiative designed to celebrate the creativity of HSE staff, featured paintings and photographs by Stefanie Fleischer, Geraldine Malthouse, Anne
Cottrell, Melanie Fox, Michelle McDonald and Maeve Doyle. Nature's Reflections, a solo exhibition of photographs by dialysis patient Kate Quinn, which
illustrated her journey through dialysis using images from nature as a visual
metaphor was launched by Catherine Drea in May. Artworks by the Open
Studio participants were featured in an exhibition called The Feel-Good Factory
II in the Index Gallery, Central Library, Waterford, as part of the Well festival
in October 2016. See Well festival. In 2016, WHAT showcased the work of
WIT graduates for the first time via its Arts and Health graduate award. Jennifer Reynolds (2015 awardee) showed her work in an exhibition entitled Generations of Still Motion in February. In November, Marie Lee (2016 awardee)
showed Luisne, a light installation that required direct sunlight.

José by Pat Murphy

Menu of Poems / AHCI collaboration
WHAT was part of a nationwide initiative led by Galway University
Hospital Arts Trust via the Arts and Health Coordinators of Ireland
(AHCI) whereby poet Colette Bryce edited a short anthology of poems by Ian Duhig, Yehuda Amichai, Louise Glück and Emily Dickinson called Soul Food. This was distributed to health service users
through 16 hospitals and health care settings in Ireland in celebration of Poetry Day 2016. WHAT circulated Soul Food to the service
users of University Hospital Waterford, St. Patrick's Hospital and
St. Otteran's Hospital through their meal trays, outpatient clinics and day facilities. The initiative was
supported by Poetry Ireland and the Health Service Executive.

Well festival of arts and wellbeing

WHAT joined forces with Garter Lane Arts Centre and
Waterford City and County Library Service to curate a multidisciplinary county-wide arts festival that celebrates the
links between the arts and well-being. The festival ran
from 3rd until 10th October in tandem with World Mental
Health Day. Events curated by WHAT include:
 Solo exhibition of portraits by Pat Murphy.
 Night-time light installation by Spraoi in the grounds of
UHW. See image.
 The Feel Good Factory II, an exhibition of work by the participants of WHAT's Open Studio in
Waterford's Central Library .
 A public reading of inspirational poetry and prose selected and read by Waterfordians in The
Book Centre.
 A performance by The Royals, a music group comprising of mental health service users accessing
WHAT’s Iontas programme together with Tramore Gospel Singers in Central Library.
 Walking Through Nature, an installation of mobile artworks and sound in St. Otteran's Hospital by
participants of Iontas.
 A 50’s film was shown in the dementia ward in the hospital as part of the ongoing movie programme in Medical 5 Ward.
The WHAT programme also featured daily lunchtime music and dance performances in the foyer of
UHW by We Banjo 3, The Happiness Ensemble from West Cork, Traces Dance Ensemble, a group of dancers
with Down Syndrome with dance artist Jess Rowell, Traders Chamber with musicians Anthony Roche,
Kevin Jones and Colin Harries and Waraba performing West African percussion and dance.
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The Well festival is supported by Waterford City and County Council festival scheme and Genzyme.
Music for Small Ears
Musician and composer George Higgs brought his Music for Small
Ears project to babies, toddlers and their families in public health clinics in Waterford in late 2015 and early 2016. Over these sessions,
George designed a performance apparatus and composed a 15-minute
interactive musical performance, which was showcased in the waiting
area of the Health Clinic in April 2016. The performance reflected the
natural musical dialogue between parent and baby and allowed for interactions between the audience and performer. This project was
funded by the Arts Council.

Music for Small Ears. Photo by M.
Grehan

Tour of E-gress
In April, WHAT supported Marie Brett and Kevin O'Shanahan in touring E-gress, their groundbreaking filmic artwork that explores the landscape of dementia to Waterford. WHAT was part of the
planning process in partnership with the Alzheimer Society of Ireland (ASI) and promoted the event
within the region. Mary Grehan chaired a public discussion involving Marie Brett and Anne Marie
Veale of ASI as part of the public presentation of E-gress. See http://mariebrett-egress-tour.com
PROVIDING RESOURCES TO THE ARTS AND HEALTH SECTOR
In 2016, WHAT supported arts and health practice nationally via a range of initiatives including artsandhealth.ie a national website featuring news updates, resources, monthly case studies and quarterly
perspective pieces commissioned from Francois Matarasso, Marielle MacLeman, Lia Mills and Bernie
Austen. To celebrate the 5th birthday of the website in October a perspective piece was commissioned
from Ireland’s Professor of Poetry Paula Meehan along with a video of the website’s highlights as submitted by readers.
Through a process of open competition, artsandhealth.ie awarded its third bursary to filmmaker Colm
Mullen to document Whispers? an arts and health project partnership between Marie Brett and St Francis Hospice, Raheny, Dublin. Helium’s Cloudlands, the result of the 2014 documentation bursary
award, was shown on all Aer Lingus transatlantic flights in June and July 2016. The website is supported by a multi-sectoral editorial panel with representation from the Arts Council, Create, AHCI,
ALAAO, artists and the HSE and by professional copy-editing services. In keeping with WHAT’s
strategy 2015 – 2017, WHAT’s national support work now comes under the remit of artsandhealth.ie.
In January 2016, WHAT in partnership with Create and The
LAB hosted the first annual event for the arts and health
sector. Against the backdrop of 2016, Arts and Health Check
Up, Check In took the pulse of the arts and health sector in
Ireland and promoted a sense of solidarity and shared identity among practitioners. The event based in The LAB explored the idea of an arts and health manifesto via a presentation from Clive Parkinson of Arts for Health, Metropolitan
University Manchester, chaired by Pat Cooke, UCD, a hands
-on, manifesto-themed workshop with artists Jesse Jones
and Eleanor Philips and Pecha Kucha presentations on aspects of arts and health practice. A panel
discussion featuring Gerry Kearns, NUI Maynooth, Niamh O’Connor, Dominic Thorpe and Dr Austin O’Carroll exploring creative and collaborative practices of resistance and care.
WHAT delivered its fifth Introduction to Arts and Health CPD at The Model Arts Centre on 27th October 2016. Facilitated by Mary Grehan and Claire Meaney with guests Niamh O’Connor of Art Initia6

tive in Mental Health, Sligo, and Catherine Fanning, arts and health/ education development worker,
Sligo Arts Service, this day-long workshop for artists and healthcare professionals in the north west
region addressed the gaps of knowledge and understanding about arts and health practice via multidisciplinary group work. The workshop drew upon the resources of artsandhealth.ie, case studies from
the North West and WHAT’s Introduction to arts and health // 10 Things to Consider , a resource document which was publically launched in Sligo. The publication has been disseminated to educational
institutions and key contacts within the HSE and the arts field.
WHAT facilitated peer exchange, professional development
and collaboration within its team of artists through quarterly
and one to one meetings. Visual artist Jill Bouchier collaborated with musicians Leah Clarke and Jane O’Brien Moran
and mental health service users to create an installation and
soundscape called Walking through Nature to be shown in Well
festival in October 16. Liam Merriman mentored three musicians to perform for and with patients (see Healing Sounds in
the Wards). In October 2016, WHAT Arts Director and Asst
Arts Director invested in their own professional development
through two days of ‘looking and seeing’ relevant arts and health practice in Sligo. WHAT staff and
artists completed training in project management, arts marketing, desktop publishing and quality of
care for people with dementia.
WHAT progressed the development of a creative resource for hospitalised cystic fibrosis patients in
partnership with Dr Eileen Savage of UCC School of Nursing and Helium by identifying the psychosocial needs of young people in this context and making a case for a creative intervention to support
them. This will shape a three year arts project in tandem with a PhD research study for which funding
will be sought in 2017.
WHAT grew its arts and health library through acquisitions of a number of publications in the field of
arts and health, medical humanities and art in social contexts including Out of Our Minds by Ken Robinson, Artificial Hells by Claire Bishop, In Your Face by Lia Mills and Our Songs CD by Holly Marland
and University Hospitals of North Midlands UK. Sections of the arts and health library toured to
Sligo in October as part of WHAT’s Sligo residency.
Mary Grehan co-facilitated a programme of Reflection through Creative Writing for 1st, 2nd and 3rd year
general nursing students on placement in UHW in partnership with the Clinical Placement team
whereby students used a range of creative writing techniques to reflect on their learning arising from
their placements. WHAT presented its second Arts and Health Student Award to WIT Fine Art
graduate Marie Lee who showcased her work Luisne in November. See exhibitions programme.
WHAT continued to promote best practice in the field of arts and health through active involvement
in the Arts and Health Coordinators Ireland (AHCI), public presentations, advice clinics and handling
ongoing arts and health queries. In 2016, WHAT hosted advice clinics for UCC Occupational Therapy
Students, Voluntary Arts Wales and Labyrinth Events, Waterford. In June, Artist Philip Cullen presented his collaborative work with dialysis patients at the UHW Medical Grand Rounds and WHAT’s
2015 Artist in Residence Marie Jeanne Jacob presented her WHAT residency at the Graphic Medicine
Conference in Dundee in July. Claire Meaney discussed arts and health practice with artists at the artists’ café at the VAI Annual Get Together in IMMA.
In June 2016, Stefanie Fleischer and Mary Grehan published a peer-reviewed article based on research
conducted in Ireland, the UK, Canada and Australia dating from 1999 to 2014 on the effects of the
arts in a range of healthcare settings. The article appeared in Volume 7 of the Journal of Applied Arts
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and Health. Following on from the inaugural Check Up, Check In event in January 2016, the AHCI
developed their own manifesto for arts and health via an away-day co-organised by WHAT at Tyrone
Guthrie Centre in December 2016.
As a member of the Cultural Steering Committee of the Three Sisters 2020 bid for the European Capital
of Culture, WHAT helped develop Slainte, the arts, health and wellbeing strand of the bid. WHAT developed a cultural prescribing proposal as part of this strand and briefed the adjudicators accordingly
during their tour of the cultural infrastructure of Kilkenny, Wexford and Waterford in July.
Funding
WHAT would like to thank all its funders and sponsors who make its work possible in 2016: Arts
Council, HSE South (Cork) Arts & Health Programme, Waterford/Wexford Mental Health Services,
National Lottery, Punchestown Kidney Research Association, Department of Social Protection, The
Ireland Funds, Waterford City Council, Waterford County Council, Genzyme, AIB and many individual donors. WHAT is also grateful for the support of its members. WHAT’s hardworking fundraising
committee raised additional funds via an annual flag day at Ardkeen Stores, a quiz night at The Cove
Bar and the sale of The River Story cards.
Awards
In 2016, WHAT was awarded a Waterford Business Award for Arts,
Culture and Heritage and shortlisted for the PPN Waterford Community & Voluntary Awards and The Wheel’s Better Together Video Competition.
WHAT Committee
Ann Ellis (Chairperson), Mary Baxter (Deputy Chairperson), Aidan
Barrett (Treasurer), Mr Gordon Watson, Richard Dooley, Claire Tully, Dr Jack Gallagher, Dr Carmel
Ann Daly, Julie Dowling, Anne Woodworth, Anne Marie Lally, Tony Reid, Brenda Ronan, Dr Miriam
O’Connor, Joan Dalton.
WHAT Fundraising Committee
Shirley O’Shea, Ann Ellis, Aidan Barrett, Mary Baxter, Julie Dowling, Phyllis O’Shea, Margaret Breen,
Marian Walshe and Catherine Whelan.
Editorial panel of artsandhealth.ie
Mary Grehan (WHAT and Chair of panel), Emma Eager/Claire Meaney (Project Manager), Ailbhe
Murphy (Create), Ann O’Connor (Arts Council), Margaret Flannery (AHCI), Caroline Peppard (HSE),
James Harrold (ALAAO ), Emma Finucane (Artist), Fidelma Browne (HSE), Rionach Ní Neill (Artist)
and Anne Woodworth (WHAT Board Rep)
Staff
Mary Grehan (Arts Director), Claire Meaney (Asst. Arts Director & artsandhealth.ie project manager
from March 2016), June Bolger (Acting Asst. Arts Director from January to March 2016), Susan
Crossan (Administrator), Alan Browne (Music Co-ordinator), Stefanie Fleischer (Asst. Arts Administrator), Laura Hennessy (Asst. Arts Administrator), Katriina Bent (Asst. Curator), Ger Hayes (Art Installer ).
Contact
Waterford Healing Arts Trust (WHAT), The WHAT Centre for Arts and Health, University Hospital
Waterford, Dunmore Road, Waterford.
Tel: 051 842664 E-mail: WHAT@hse.ie
www.waterfordhealingarts.com www.artsandhealth.ie
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Financial Statements Year ending 31.12.2016
Prepared by O'Connell Meskill & Company
Chartered Accountants & Registered Auditors
Railway Square
Waterford City
Web Site: www.oconnellmeskill.ie

INCOME & EXPENDITURE 2016
2016

2015

€

€

273,384

282,153

(265,743)

(267,927)

Interest Receivable

1,414

576

Surplus

9,055

14,802

Summary

Income
Expenses

BALANCE SHEET 2016
WATERFORD HEALING ARTS TRUST

2016

2015

€

€

Debtors & Prepayments

32,024

6,661

Building Reserve Bank Accounts

103,594

103,282

Working Capital Bank Account

36,352

53,964

Deferred Income

(10,732)

(11,631)

Payroll Creditors

(21,755)

(18,296)

Other Creditor & Accruals

(6,867)

(10,419)

Net Current Assets

132,616

123,561

Reserves/Balance Sheet Value

132,616

123,561

WATERFORD HEALING ARTS TRUST
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INCOME 2016
2016

2015

€

€

Arts Council

94,422

95,500

HSE

51,564

50,603

DSP

64,992

60,506

Council & Other Grants

22,111

29,195

Fundraising & Ticket Sales

7,887

6,754

Contributions

28,292

26,730

Sponsorship & Donations

1,759

11,506

720

910

Other

1,637

449

Total

273,384

282,153

Detailed

Membership

WATERFORD HEALING ARTS TRUST

EXPENDITURE 2016
2016

2015

€

€

Staff Salaries

110,413

111,022

DSP Wages

64,992

60,506

HSE Overheads

20,597

20,580

Administration Expenses

10,078

10,917

Publicity & Marketing Costs

2,065

13,022

Artists Fees

53,041

50,864

725

1,659

3,832

4,690

265,743

267,927

Detailed

Artistic Programme Costs
Consultancy Fees

Total

WATERFORD HEALING ARTS TRUST
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